**Major Economies Business Forum Side Event**

**Monday, 15 May 2017, 11:30-13:00**

**Berlin Room**

“Enhancing Business Engagement and Paris Agreement Implementation”

**Agenda**

**Presenters**

- **Hiroyuki Tezuka**  
  Chair, Working Group on Global Environment Strategy Committee on Environment and Safety, Keidanren  
  “Preparing the INDC: Japan’s Experience”

- **Ali Agoumi**  
  Conseiller Climat, La Confédération Générale des Entreprises du Maroc  
  “The Private Sector in Morocco is Preparing the Implementation of the Paris Agreement”

- **Stephen D. Eule**  
  VP, Institute for 21st Century, U.S. Chamber of Commerce  

**Respondents**

- **Tomasz Chruszczow**  
  Chair, Subsidiary Body on Implementation, UNFCCC

- **Jun Arima**  
  University of Tokyo and Keidanren